
Western Asset Liquidity and Short Duration Investment Strategies: 
Supporting ESG and Positive Social Change

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) investing has been a key tenet of Western Asset’s long-term fundamental value 
philosophy for many years.  As key investment strategies within the Firm’s extensive fixed-income capabilities, the Western 
Asset Liquidity and Short Duration range of products incorporates the Firm’s overall ESG philosophy through its investment, 
trading and research activities.

Investment professionals at Western Asset consider a wide range of macroeconomic and geopolitical factors in order to form 
an outlook for the challenges and opportunities facing sovereigns, industries and companies.  These considerations include 
analyzing how raw material consumption, climate change, demographics and socioeconomic development will affect income, 
wealth and global growth in the future.  

Whether through issuer selection, portfolio construction or supporting positive social change by proactively trading with 
Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) dealers, Western Asset aims to take a comprehensive approach to applying one or more ESG prin-
ciples throughout its US and internationally domiciled Liquidity and Short Duration product range. 

Supporting ESG Themes and Positive Social Change Through Liquidity and Short Duration Strategies
Western Asset has a long history of managing liquidity and short duration investment strategies over multiple investment 
cycles, serving the investing needs of a wide range of institutional and retail investors.  

Strategies to Support ESG and Positive Social Change

Through its liquidity and short duration strategies Western Asset seeks to proactively support ESG principles and positive social 
change.  By tailoring portfolios specifically to investors’ ESG objectives, or through assigning capital to certain investments, Western 
Asset supports its clients’ ability to adopt ESG-themed strategies or to provide economic support to D&I dealers through directing 
capital on a best execution basis.

Applying ESG and Supporting Positive Social Change 

Our extensive range of product offerings, and their ESG and positive social change application includes:
�� Government Liquidity portfolios: proactively supporting D&I dealers through trading government securities on 

a best-execution basis.
�� Prime Liquidity, Enhanced Liquidity and Short Duration portfolios: applying Western Asset’s overall ESG invest-

ment philosophy into the security selection process.

What Are D&I Dealers? 

D&I dealers are broker/dealers authorized by the Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLB) Office of Finance and will have 
been certified by one of the following entities:  a national, state or local government agency, a nationally recognized 
certifying organization; or have been self-certified if they meet one or more of the diversity criteria for inclusion.  These 
include Minority-Owned Business (MOB), Women-Owned Business (WOB), Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business 
and other qualified and recognized categories like Small Business Association and LGBTQ+. 

“As a fundamental 
value manager 
and fiduciary 
to our clients, 
Western Asset has 
long considered 
ESG factors in its 
investment process.  
We believe that 
ESG can not only 
improve the risk/
return profile of 
portfolios for our 
clients, but it can 
also help align 
their investments 
with their personal 
values. For Liquidity 
investors, we are 
committed to 
providing a range 
of investment 
solutions that meets 
their specific needs.”

Bonnie M. 
Wongtrakool, 
Global Head of ESG 
Investments



Treasury and Government Liquidity Portfolios
Western Asset’s Treasury and Government portfolios invest in treasury securities, government agency securities and repurchase 
agreements collateralized by treasuries or agencies.  For some of these portfolios we support the activities of D&I dealers through 
pro-actively trading in direct U.S. government securities, leveraging the immense depth of the U.S. treasury and agency market 
to execute trading for key portfolios while maintaining our fiduciary responsibilities for best execution.  

Prime Liquidity, Enhanced Liquidity and Short Duration Portfolios
Western Asset supports an extensive range of Prime Liquidity, Enhanced Liquidity and Short Duration portfolios.  These port-
folios allow short-term investors to match their investment horizons and risk tolerance through taking very low to somewhat 
higher interest rate and credit risk.  In general terms, Prime Liquidity, Enhanced Liquidity and Short Duration portfolios share 
the goal of capital preservation, with the potential for increasing levels of return depending on the investment strategy of the 
investment vehicle.

Prime Liquidity portfolios invest in a wide range of high credit quality money market instruments including commercial paper, 
time deposits, certificates of deposit, traditional and non-traditional repurchase agreements and government securities, while 
Enhanced Liquidity and Short Duration portfolios provide investors the ability to achieve returns which may exceed Prime 
Liquidity portfolios through investing in slightly longer-dated securities, or issues carrying lower credit ratings.

In assessing issuance of any duration, and for all of our Liquidity, Enhanced Liquidity and Short Duration portfolios Western 
Asset’s research teams begin by applying the Firm’s overall investment philosophy and credit criteria, including ESG factors.

Institutional Separate Accounts
Western Asset recognizes that there is no universal standard for evaluating investments from an ESG perspective.  Asset owners 
can vary greatly in terms of the specific values and themes they seek to express in their portfolios. 

While Western Asset integrates ESG analysis into its investment process as part of its fundamental value research, it partners with 
clients who wish to overlay views of a more specific nature (e.g., environmental preservation or exclusion of specific business 
activities).  Looking forward, Western Asset recognizes that the application of ESG within fixed-income sectors is evolving and, 
through collaboration with other institutional investors, seeks to shape its progress.

ESG Investment Philosophy at Western Asset
Western Asset’s research analysts examine ESG factors at the issuer level, focusing on those factors that can potentially affect 
creditworthiness.  These analysts draw upon third-party models as well as proprietary research to assess an issuer’s ESG per-
formance and outlook. The types and relative importance of factors vary depending on the sector as well as the individual 
issuer.  Investments that do not meet Western Asset’s ESG standards are treated as having higher risk, as their future ability 
to pay may be adversely affected by developments such as legal sanctions, the introduction of new regulations or shifts in 
consumer sentiment.  Western Asset then evaluates whether the market is appropriately pricing the issuer’s performance 
based on those ESG factors. Furthermore, through active engagement with the issuer’s management, our analysts may also 
help increase awareness of the importance of ESG considerations at a specific company or other type of issuer.

For more information please contact Western Asset’s Liquidity Client Service team

Are you 
considering ESG?

Many asset owners 
are currently 
considering 
whether and how to 
incorporate ESG into 
their fixed-income 
portfolios.  Issues 
commonly explored 
in this process 
include:  What is the 
relevance of ESG to 
bondholders?  What 
ESG factors matter?  
How can the ESG 
quality of fixed-
income portfolios 
be measured?  How 
specifically should 
ESG be applied 
to fixed-income 
portfolios?
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